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Introduction	
  
The World Wide Web is, quite simply, the largest information construct ever created
by humanity.1
Since its inception in 1989 the Web has quietly begun to underpin almost all aspects
of modern commerce, governance and, with the evolution and growth of “social”
technologies, everyday personal lives. However, as a social phenomenon, we
understand very little about how it actually works, what impacts it is having on
modern society and social norms, and what implications there might be as a result of
these for the future.
In response to this the discipline of Web Science was formally launched in November
20062 with a view to “understanding the scientific, technical and social challenges
underlying the growth of the Web” by focusing on: 3
•
•
•
•
•
•

The emergent properties of the Web and possible ways to both understand and
anticipate them;
Interconnected networks and small worlds, encompassing sociology and
community;
Collective intelligence and human participation eco-systems of humans and
machinery jointly solving problems that neither could solve independently;
Issues of Governance;
Social behaviours and networks; and finally,
The experiential Web linking the physical and digital worlds as network
sensors and the sensor/data Web matures with the “Internet of Things”.

The discipline of Web Science has taken on the task of “modelling the structure of the
Web as a so-called “socio-technical” environment comprising both human interaction
and technological aspects within which the underlying architectural tools have fuelled
phenomenal growth, as well as unprecedented and unforeseen human interactions
and changing social conventions”. (Shadbolt and Berners-Lee 2008). It seeks to draw
on all research relevant disciplines which, given the breadth and scope of the Web,
really means bringing together all aspects of socio-technical research (Shadbolt
2010).

1
2
3

http://webscience.org/web-science/about-web-science/,, viewed 3rd June, 2013
http://web.mit.edu/newsoffice/2006/wsri.html, viewed 9th October, 2012
http://royalsociety.org/events/2010/web-science/
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Figure 1 - Shadbolt, 2010 – The Components of Web Science

What is being investigated is the phenomenon of people, interacting with information
technologies and with other people VIA those information technologies, undertaking
social processes to solve problems. The behaviours, choices and technologies interact
as socio-technical systems and are known “Social Machines”.

The	
  Social	
  Machine	
  
The idea of a Social Machine was first introduced by Tim Berners-Lee in “Weaving
the Web” where he describes the “co-evolution of the site and the community”.
“Real life is, and must be, full of all kinds of social constraint – the very
processes from which society arises. Computers can help if we use them to
create abstract Social Machines on the Web: processes in which the people
do the creative work and the machine does the administration. … The stage is
set for an evolutionary growth of new social engines. The ability to create
new forms of social process would be given to the world at large, and
development would be rapid”. (Berners-Lee 1999)4
Many of the current interactive Web applications are simple early Social Machines,
and yet they are largely isolated from each other operating as data silos. The more
people use Social Machines the more the potential benefits they receive; the more
they receive the more applications are developed, which leads to an increase in use,
http://www.slideshare.net/jahendler/social-machines-oxford-hendler. Professor Jim Hendler, the
“Tetherless World Senior Constellation Professor” at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, and one of the
originators of the Semantic Web.
4
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and the more these Social Machine evolve. (Hendler and Berners-Lee 2009; Hendler,
Shadbolt et al. 2010).
Web Science concerns itself with studying the theory and practice of Social Machines.
And, as with all sciences, what is required are the most appropriate and powerful
tools with which to conduct that study, the most important of which is an
observatory.

The	
  Web	
  Observatory	
  and	
  Web	
  of	
  Observatories5	
  
What is unique about the Web, and the digital eco-system within which it is nested, is
that:
•

The sheer scale and pervasive nature of the Data that can be obtained in
almost real time, relating not only the state of information on the Web, but
also the manner in which humans are interacting with that information;

•

This data can captured, stored and be manipulated as never before.

A key project within the Web Science portfolio is the creation of interoperable
Observatories, leading to a world-wide Web of Observatories. This project aims
“To create a distributed archive of data on the Web and its activity, and, at
the same time, mechanisms and tools that will be able to explore its
development in the past, to examine its present condition and to establish
potential developments in the future.”
It is underpinned by two fundamental principles:
1. To conduct live monitoring of the state of portions of the Web in terms of
topologies, resources, links and activity. This includes Web resources (data
and documents), relationships among these resources, and activity in the
context of social networks, business and government; and
2. To create visualisations, analytics and simulations of the state of the Web at
specific points in time, and then analyse how and why the structure and state
of the Web interacts with social processes and behaviours over time.6
The objective is to more fully understand how socio-technical effects operate at Web
scale.
As the Web evolves people are using it on a day to day basis and the need to more
urgently bring the fruits of research together with the challenges of practice is
increasing.
By studying carefully anonymised data sets and generating simulated data/models
the objective is to enable researchers to gain insights into behaviours at Web-scale

5
6

Thanassis Tiropanis, http://webscience.org/web-observatory/
http://webscience.org/a-definition-of-the-web-observatory/
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whilst reducing the ethical problems of physical and electronic surveillance
techniques.
The challenge lies in how to observe the complexity of the vast and constantly
changing Web and the huge range of interactions. One way of doing this is to create a
network of linked, distributed, but interoperating Web Observatories, which, like
each telescope in the square kilometre array7, can focus on a particular topic of region
of knowledge, but then contribute to a global network of resources contributing
towards a holistic view.
In other words to create a virtual worldwide Web Observatory.
Figures 2 and 3 (below) give an overview of the Web Observatory as a concept
together with each of its component parts.

Engaging&communi+es&with&analy+cs&
Publica+on&of&catalogues&(schema.org)&
Access&with/without&creden+als&
Searching&and&Indexing&
Distributed&Queries&
Plugged&in&Datastores&and&App&Servers&

Links#to#resources#in#other#
Web#Observatories#
WO#Portal#
WO#Datastores#

WO#Apps#

WO#Portal#
WO#Portal#

WO#Datastores#

Harvesting
Dataset enrichment/curation
Dataset management
Dataset profiling and preview
Provenance
Optimisation

WO#Apps#

Explicit#links#between#
apps#&#datasets#used#

WO#Datastores#

WO#Apps#

Hosting of analytic apps
Hosting of visualisation apps
Monitoring dependency on
datasets
Monitoring dependency on tools

Figure 2 – Tiropanis, 2014 – The Web Observatory Concept

The Square Kilometre Array is designed to combine the signals received from thousands of small
antennas spread over a vast distance to simulate a single giant radio telescope capable of extremely
high sensitivity and angular resolution, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Square_Kilometre_Array.
7
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Web Observatory Portals
Community
engagement tools

Sharing tools

Authoring &
publication tools

Sharing protocols

Discovery/Advertisement schemas and protocols

Datasets

Analytic tools
Datasets catalogue

Analytic tools catalogue

Triple stores

Web hosting

SPARQL
(Distributed)

Dataset
Dataset
Enrichment

Wikipedia

Managment

Trends

Simulations

Dataset
Harvesting

Visualisations

Microblogging Streaming media

Figure 3 – Hall et al, 2014 – The Web Observatory components

The Web of Observatories would comprise of a number of Observatories which share
datasets; share the interactions with those datasets; and share the analytics and
visualisation tools with which to examine results and outcomes.
At present there are a number of nodes within the Web of Observatories8:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Southampton Web Observatory9
EINS - EINS-Internet Science Evidence Base10
III TB - 11
Rensselaer Tetherless World Constellation12
Collaborative Online Social Media Observatory (COSMOS)13
Indiana University Truthy14
National University of Singapore NeXT Observatory15

Web Observatories - http://wstweb1.ecs.soton.ac.uk/web-observatory/list-of-web-observatories/
http://web-001.ecs.soton.ac.uk
10 http://dev-001.ecs.soton.ac.uk:8000/
11 http://14.139.155.23:3000
12 http://tw.rpi.edu/web/web_observatory
13 http://www.cs.cf.ac.uk/cosmos/
14 http://truthy.indiana.edu
15 http://137.132.145.151
8
9
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Web$Observatory$

Web$Observatory$

Web$Observatory$

Web$Observatory$

Web$Observatory$

Figure 4 – Tiropanis, 2014 – The Web of Observatories

Governance	
  within	
  a	
  “Social	
  Machine”	
  ecosystem	
  
It could be said that Governments are themselves Social Machines, and they are
certainly operate within a “Social Machine ecosystem”16 . Governments have always
utilised technologies to both govern and to interact with citizens, and, armed with
smart technologies and open data, governments can become very complex constructs
which are much more closely inter-connected with, and responsive to, the needs of
their citizens.
As Tim O’Reilly wrote
“Government is, at bottom, a mechanism for collective action. We band
together, make laws, pay taxes, and build the institutions of government to
manage problems that are too large for us individually and whose solution is
in our common interest.” (O'Reilly 2010).
If we envisage government as a “manager of the marketplace” rather than a “vending
machine” (Raymond 2000) then the technology equivalent of a “thriving bazaar” is,
in itself, a Social Machine.
In our first ANZSOG research project we posed three questions:
1.

How does Government acting (or viewing) itself as a "Social Machine”
change the way that it interacts with citizens?

For example the UK government is considering using social media as proof of identity,
http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/2012/oct/04/facebook-social-media-identity-proof
16
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2.
3.

What key challenges are revealed as a result of this perspective?
How are Government agencies addressing these challenges?

From these we utilised the framework based on the three key aspects of government
reform in order to frame our findings within the parameters of:
1.
2.
3.

Transformation - technology embodied by the Social Machine as a tool
for democracy;
Effectiveness - technology embodied by the Social Machine as a tool for
communication; and
Efficiency - technology embodied by the Social Machine as a tool for
customer satisfaction.

Our second ANZSOG develops this further by seeking to more closely examine the
concept of the Social Machine itself, through the use of Observatory technology to
support researchers into examining these questions: the creation of a “Social
Machine to observe the Social Machines”.

Governance	
  in	
  the	
  age	
  of	
  the	
  Social	
  Machine	
  
ANZSOG Research Project 2014 and supported by the University of
Southampton, the University of South Australia, the Government of
South Australia, the Web Science Trust, Web Science Australia and
Intersticia.
This project brings together some leading analytics and visualisation tools with policy
analysis and governance expertise to create a collaborative model whereby data can
be observed and analysed in order to enhance policy development.
Quite simply, this project seeks to explore where, and in which contexts, people,
things, data and the Internet meet and result in evolving observable phenomena
which can inform better government policy development and service delivery.

Project	
  objectives	
  
This project builds on the “Government as a Social Machine” research by actually
developing a Social Machine to observe the Web itself, namely a Web Observatory. In
essence it will bring together the data and analytics tools together with governance
and policy frameworks in order to develop a model that can be used by governments
and communities to better inform policy development. A core objective is to bring
together the expertise of the University of Southampton (SOCIAM project) with that
of the University of South Australia in order to develop a specifically Australian Web
Observatory which can host and analyse data provided by the South Australian
Government, but also combines the input of Observers, the SA Government
personnel themselves.
It has three objectives:
1.
2.

To develop the data publishing and governance structures which enable the
SA Government to publish its data on the Observatory;
To develop a methodology to utilise that data to inform policy making, and

© 2014 Intersticia Pty Ltd and the Web Science Trust
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3.

To develop cases which underpin a “digital literacy” education programme
to be developed by ANZSOG together with the SA Government for delivery
to other jurisdictions.

The project will address three key research questions:
1.
2.
3.

How do we build a “Social Machine” to better observe the workings of
government?
How can this Government Web Observatory better inform the creation of
public policy?
What are some of the key challenges, which governments will face as a
result of being armed with a Web Observatory?

Phase One will focus on building the Observatory itself. Phase Two will develop a
process for linking the analysis of the data obtained from the Observatory with key
policy issues identified by the SA Government.
This project is necessarily live and iterative, and, it is hoped, will serve as an
opportunity to observe, categorise and articulate the socio-technical skills that policy
developers require to themselves build and utilise Web Observatories. These
learnings will be incorporated into teaching materials for ANZSOG, as well as a guide
for other government authorities.

Project	
  Team	
  
ANZSOG	
  and	
  Web	
  Science	
  Trust	
  
•
•

Anni Rowland-Campbell – http://intersticia.com/who_we_are.html#anni
Peter Thompson - http://centreforleadership.com/

	
  University	
  of	
  Southampton	
  
•
•
•
•
•

Professor Dame Wendy Hall - http://users.ecs.soton.ac.uk/wh/
Dr Thanassis Tiropanis - http://www.ecs.soton.ac.uk/people/tt2
Dr Kieron O’Hara - http://www.ecs.soton.ac.uk/people/kmo
Dr Ramine Tinati – http://www.raminetinati.co.uk/
Dr Xin Wang

	
  University	
  of	
  South	
  Australia	
  
•

Dr Andy Koronios –
http://www.unisanet.unisa.edu.au/staff/Homepage.asp?Name=andy.koronios

Government	
  of	
  South	
  Australia	
  
•
•
•

Aron Hausler - Senior Strategist - Strategy and Innovation, Office of the Chief
Information Officer, Government of South Australia
Tim Mares - Director, Strategic Policy & Economics, DMITRE, Government of
South Australia
Sonny Lee - Office of the Chief Information Officer, Government of South
Australia
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Project	
  Schedule	
  	
  
The project is scheduled to commence in August 2014 and conclude in March 2015
with key public events and presentations:
1. Initial development work with Government SA and University of SA - August
and September 2014
2. Development of framework for development of Web Observatory September/October 2014
3. Development of framework for data and links to policy - September/October
2014
4. Implementation of Web Observatory with University of SA – November 2014
5. Key government meetings and workshops – November 2014
6. Development of "products" linked to WO - November/December 2014
7. Write up of papers and presentations - November/December 2014
8. Development of "digital literacy" linked to key learnings November/December 2014
9. Presentations to other Australian Government agencies (NSW, Qld, Vic) and
meetings with key government and industry leaders - Feb/March 2015

Implications	
  and	
  project	
  benefits	
  
The push for open data has led to the publication of huge numbers of data sets by
public sector organisations, but just “putting it out there” doesn’t unlock the value,
nor does it create new resources which are useful for policy developers. What is
required is for the data to be combined with analytics and visualisation tools which
can yield the insights and knowledge, together with people to develop skills in digital
literacy and competency which then becomes a core component of the business
government. This research project brings together “information” + “technology” +
“communication” + “strategy”, because it will leverage the expertise of the Web
Science discipline within a real world policy environment, supported by a State
Government keen to lead and embrace new ideas.
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Author	
  
Anni Rowland-Campbell - http://intersticia.com/who_we_are.html#anni
Director, Intersticia; Director, Web Science Australia
BA (Melbourne), MA (Courtauld Institute, London), Grad. Certificate of Public
Policy (UNE), MBT (UNSW), Masters of HRM and Coaching Psychology (Sydney).

Intersticia	
  (www.intersticia.com)	
  
The concept of "Intersticia" has always been based on dynamism and change,
operating in the interstice between the potential of ideas and reality of execution.
Our goal is to work with the imagination.
The company was formed in 1997 as a mixed agricultural farming operation which
also worked with indigenous artists in northern New South Wales. Since then it has
evolved to become a research and consulting business based around the development
and delivery of strategies for developing leadership, managing change and creating
authentic communications as people, groups and organisations learn to operate
within the digital information society.
Intersticia exists as a platform upon which to bring people, ideas, knowledge and
experience together through conversation for the benefit of all.

The	
  Web	
  Science	
  Trust	
  (www.webscience.org)	
  
The Web Science Trust (WST) is a charitable body with the aim of supporting the
global development of Web Science. It is hosted by the University of Southampton.
The origins of the Web Science Trust can be found in the Web Science Research
Initiative (WSRI) which was established in 2006. WSRI was originally set up as the
result of a Memorandum of Understanding between MIT CSAIL and University of
Southampton, ECS, with the ambition of coordinating and supporting the study of
the World Wide Web. Since the launch of this Initiative the concept of Web Science
has been widely disseminated and is establishing itself as an important area of
activity.
WSRI’s activities focused on
•
•
•

Articulating a research agenda for the broader scientific community
Coordinating the development of Web Science educational material and
curricula
Engaging in thought leadership for this emerging field.

In order to continue with these activities the Directors of WSRI established a
charitable body – the Web Science Trust (WST) – which is independent of the
original founding institutions of WSRI.
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Web	
  Science	
  Australia	
  (www.webscienceaustralia.org)	
  
Web Science Australia seeks to bring a holistic perspective to the challenge of
information management by promote understanding and the cross-fertilisation of
ideas between researchers and practitioners from disparate and often disconnected
communities. Part of its role is to connect people within Australasia to others
working within the Web Science network.
Web Science Australia seeks to promote and help develop a body of research and
knowledge linking the core themes around Web Science, in particular relating to the
future of the Web and the role it plays in societal evolution and change.
It seeks to achieve this aim by pursuing four key objectives:
1.

To support and encourage the development and delivery of Web Science
education within academic institutions in the Asia-Pacific region;

2.

To bring together emerging research and knowledge with information
management practitioners in all sectors (public, private and non-profit) in
order to assist in further understanding human activities on the Web;

3.

To enable Information Management practitioners to more fully
understand, develop and utilize “Social Machines” for better information
management and governance; and

4.

To bring the knowledge gained through research and practice to the public
through access to educational material and resources.

ANZSOG	
  (www.anzsog.edu.au)	
  
ANZSOG was established as a not-for-profit company in 2002 with the vision of
creating a world-leading educational institution that teaches strategic management
and high-level policy to public sector leaders.
Formed by a consortium of governments, universities and business schools from
Australia and New Zealand, the School is also home to a substantial research
program that aims to deepen government, community and academic understanding
of public administration, policy and management.
The initial vision for the School is now a reality and ANZSOG is developing a broader
role as a trusted facilitator that helps governments find solutions to real-world public
issues.
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